
Memory Card│CF1000X

(CF1000X)
New High-End DSLR Cameras are coming on the market every day, Team Group is catching 
this wave by launching the new generation of 1000X High-Speed CompactFlash ® (CF) 
Memory Card.
The Team CF1000X Memory Card follows the CompactFlash 6.0 specifications and is made 
from the state-of-the-art high-end control chips. It features excellent compatibility and 
stability, which allows excellent uninterrupted shooting experience in high-speed 
continuous shooting and high definition shooting.

High-speed quick shots leave no frame behind
The Team CF1000X is equipped with 4-channel transmission and supports Ultra DMA mode 
0-7 specifications. It also features a super high bandwidth of 150MB/sec and supports 
VPG-20 (Video Performance Guarantee), which guarantees writing at 20MB/sec, a speed 
enough to catch every second of precious memory without missing any frame. The Team 
CF1000X speedy memory card satisfies the needs of professional photographers for 
high-speed continuous shooting and uninterrupted Full HD shooting. Now you can capture 
every second of your splendid life.
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Above technical information is based on industry standard data and tested to be reliable. However, Team makes no warranty, either 
expressed or implied, as to its accuracy and assumes no liability in connection with the use of this product.

Team reserves the right to make changes in specifications at any time without prior notice.
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Notes: *1GB=1,000,000,000 Bytes. In OS system, it would be displayed as 1,000,000,000 Bytes / 1024 
/ 1024 / 1024 = 0.93GB 
**Transmission speed will vary according to different hardware / software conditions, therefore 
the data can only used for basic reference.

Main Feature

Memory Card│CF1000X

Supports for 4-channel transmission with 1000X speed
Meets CF Type I standard specifications
Supports for CF6.0, Ultra DMA mode0-7, PIO mode 0-6 and VPG-20
Support forCompatible with high-end DSLR cameras
Features error correcting code (ECC) for automatic detection and correction of errors
Built-in wear leveling: wear leveling for memory will help increase the life of memory

Specification

Ordering Information
Team P/N Capacity Description
TCF64G100001

TCF128G100001

64G

128G

Model
Capacity
Interface
Voltage

Data Transfer Rate

Operation Temperature
Storage Temperature
Dimensions
Weight
Warranty

TEAM CF1000X
64GB, 128GB*
CF6.0 , UDMA7, PIO mode 6
3.3V / 5V 
R/W: up to 150/80 MB/s (64GB)
R/W: up to 150/120 MB/s (128GB)**
0°C~70°C
-40°C~85°C
42.8 x 36.4 x 3.3mm
11.4g
Lifetime warranty

TEAM CF 64GB 1000X RETAIL

TEAM CF 128GB 1000X RETAIL

Item Specification

Large capacity for life recording
The Team CF1000X speedy memory card is available in the capacities of 64GB and 128GB, 
which gives professional photographers and gamers or players the liberty freedom to make 
films or take photos without the embarrassment disadvantage of not having not enough 
memory to storedocument precious moments in full.


